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We give an intrinsic characterization of tinite-dimensional subspaces G in 
C,(T, X) whose metric projection P, is lower semicontinuous. Namely: 
P, is lower semicontinuous if and only if, for every nonzero element g in G, 
card(bdZ(g))<dim{poG:intZ(g)cZ(p)}-1, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and X a strictly convex 
Banach space. Let C,( T, X) be the Banach space of continuous mappings 
f from T to X which vanish at infinity; i.e., the set (t E T: IIf x 2 E} is 
compact for every E > 0. C,( T, X) is endowed with the supremum norm: 
llfll = SUP{ Ilf(t)ll x: t E j-1, 
where II . II X denotes the norm on X. 
For any set G in C,( T, X) and f in C,( T, X), define 
p,(f)= IgEG: If-gll=Wi (31. 
Here P, is called the metric projection from C,( T, X) onto G. 
Recall that P, is said to be lower semicontinuous (1s~) at f if and only 
if for any g E PJf), lim, _ m f, = f implies lim, _ co d( g, P&)) = 0. P, is 
said to be lsc if and only if P, is lsc at every f in C,( T, X). 
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The lower semicontinuity of Po is closely related to the existence of con- 
tinuous selections of P,. By the well-known Michael selection theorem 
[14], we know that for a finite-dimensional subspace G, the lower semi- 
continuity of P, implies that there is a continuous selection of P,; i.e., 
there is a continuous mapping S from C,(T, X) to G such that 
S(f) E P&f) for all f in C,( T, X). 
There has been a nice characterization of the lower semicontinuity of P,. 
The result is as follows: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of 
C,(T, X). Then P, is lsc if and only if for each f in C,( T, X), the set 
{t E T: p(t) = g(t) for all p, g E PG(f )} is open. 
This theorem was first obtained by Blatter, et al. when X is the Banach 
space R of real numbers [ 11, and was generalized by Brosowski and 
Wegmann to arbitrary strictly convex X later [3]. 
On the other hand, there are many works studying the continuous selec- 
tions of P, [47, 9-13, 15-181. Recently, some new progress has been 
made. Here are two results which are relevant to this paper. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of 
C,( T, R). Then Po has a continuous selection tf and only tf for every f in 
C,( T, R), there is an element g in Po( f) such that for every p in Po( f ), 
int(tE T: (f(t)-g(t)).(g(t)-p(t))201 =(f -Pdf)), 
whereE(f-P,(f)):= {tET:If(t)-p(t)l=d(f,G)forallpEPo(f)}. 
THEOREM C. Suppose that T is a compact and locally connected 
Hausdorff space and that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of C,( T, R). 
Then Po has a continuous selection if and only tf every nonzero g in G 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) card(bdZ(g))<dim{poG:intZ(g)cZ(p)} =:r(g), 
(ii) g has at most r(g) - 1 zeros with sign changes. 
Here Z(g) is the set of all zeros of g and card(bdZ(g)) denotes the cardinal 
number of the boundary bdZ( g) of Z(g). 
The necessity of Theorem B was given by Lazar et al. [9] and Brown 
[4]. The sufficiency of Theorem B was proved recently by the author [lo] 
(or see [ 7, 111). It was first discovered by Niirnberger and Sommer that 
one can characterize a finite-dimensional subspace G of C[a, b] whose 
metric projection P, has continuous selections by the zero sets of elements 
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in G [15-181. Motivated by their works, the author established Theorem C 
[12] (or see [6, 7, 111). 
Theorem B is of the same nature as Theorem A, i.e., the characterization 
conditions are both involved with the metric projection P,, which is dif- 
ficult to determine in general. Encouraged by Theorem C, we try to give an 
intrinsic characterization condition, similar to that in Theorem C, which 
ensures the lower semicontinuity of P,. This is the main purpose of the 
present paper. 
Fortunately, we obtain the following simple form of the characterization 
condition for the lower semicontinuity of P,. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of C,( T, X). 
Then Pa is lsc if and only iffor every nonzero g in G, 
card(bdZ(g)) (1.1) 
6 (dim X))’ .dim{p 1 bdZ(g): PEG and int Z(g) = Z(P)>, 
where p IbdZ(Rj denotes the restriction of p to bdZ(g). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of C,( T, R). 
Then P, is Isc if and only iffor each nonzero g in G, 
card(bdZ(g))<dim{pEG:intZ(g)cZ(p)}-1. (1.2) 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of 
C,( T, R). If each nonzero g in G satisfies (1.2), then P, has a continuous 
selection, 
In Section 2, we give the proofs of the above results. In Section 3, we give 
some remarks about the results discussed in this section, including a coun- 
terexample which shows that Theorem C fails to be true if T is not locally 
connected. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
From now on, we always assume that G is a finite-dimensional subspace 
of C,( T, X) and that X is strictly convex. Our proof is based on the follow- 
ing pointwise version of Theorem A. 
LEMMA 1. P, is Isc at f if and only if 
E(f-P,(f))cint{tET:p(t)=g(t)forallp,gEPo(f)). 
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Lemma 1 was announced in [2] as an unpublished theorem of Blatter in 
the case of X= R. The author generalized Blatter’s result in [ 131. 
Before we prove Theorem 1, we need several technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that ti E T and qpi E X* \ {0}, 1 < i < r, satisfy 
i$, cpi(g(ti))=O, gEG. 
Then for any f EC,(T, X) with cpi(f(ti))= IIcpJ. Ilfll, 1 <i<r, we haoe 
d(f, G) = Ilfll, 
tiEE(f-PG(f))3 1 <i<r. (2.1) 
Proof For any g E Pc( f ), we have 
i$, IIVill .d(f, G) d i$, Ilqill . Ilf II G ,cI qi(f(ti)) 
=i$, Vi(f(ri)-dti))Si$, IIVill ‘Ilf(ti)-g(ti)llX 
G i IIVill . Ilf -glI = i IIVill .d(f, G). 
i=l i= 1 
Thus equality must hold throughout this string of inequalities, i.e., 
d(f, G) = Ilf II, 
Ilf (ti) - g(ti)ll x = Ilf - gll = 4f, G), 1 <i<r, gEPG(f). (2.2) 
Note that (2.2) implies (2.1). @ 
Remark. We are indebted to Professor F. Deutsch for the proof of 
Lemma 2, which simplifies our original proof. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that V is a subset of T and G,, : = {p E G: Vc Z(p)}. 
If A c T\ V satisfies 
card(A) > dim GO I ./dim X, (2.3) 
then there exist ti E A u V and Cpi E X* \ { 0 >, 16 i < r, such that 
(ti: l<i<r}nA#fZ/. 
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Proof: If dim X is infinite, then for any r0 E A, since {g(to): gc G} is a 
finite-dimensional subspace of X, there is rp E X*\{O} such that 
d&?(kJ) = 03 gEG. 
So Lemma 3 is true if dim X is infinite. 
Now assume that dim X= n < co. Then X* = n. Since dim G < co, we can 
select IiE I’, 1 <i<s, and qii~X*\(O}, 1 <j<mi, 1 <i<s, such that 
dimGl,= i mi, 
i= 1 
(2.4) 
and {(Pq”6,: 1 <j<mi, 1< i<s} is a linearly independent system on G; 
i.e., if 
s m, 
1 1 cij’~ij(dti))=O, gEG, 
i=l j=l 
then 
cjj=o, 1 <j<mi, 1 <<is. 
~uPposethatX*=span{~i:1~i~~}andA=(ti:s+l~~~r}.~et 
@= {(Pg”dti9 $k”6,,: 1 <j<mi, 1 <i<s, 1 <k<n, s+ 1 <l<r}. 
Then @c(G IA”,,)* and from (2.3), (2.4) we obtain 
card(@)= i m,+(r-s)n=dimGI,+card(d).dimX 
i= 1 
>dimGI.+G,I.=dimGI.,.. 
Thus there is a nonzero linear combination cp of elements in @ such that 
cpk) = 09 geG IAuv. (2.5) 
Obviously, cp may be represented as 
V(g) = 1 Vi(dfi)L gEG, 
isl 
(2.6) 
where IC {i: 1 <i<r} is nonempty, (P~EX*\{O} for iE1, and 
qicSpan{cpii: 1 Sj<mi}\{O}, for iEZr\ {j: 1 <j<s}. (2.7) 
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From (2.6) we know that (2.5) is equivalent to 
z, Vi(g(ti))=O, gEG* (2.8) 
If Ic {j: 1 <j<s), then (2.8) and (2.7) contradict the fact that 
{(PHONE,: 1 <jQm,, 1 <i<s} is linearly independent on G. Hence 
A~{t~~iEZ}~{tj~s+l~i~r)~{ti~iEZ}#(Z(. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 1 
Now we can give another characteristic description of the lower semicon- 
tinuity of P,. 
LEMMA 4. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) P, is lsc; 
(2) For any {ti: 1 <i<r} c T, if there exist tii~X*\{O}, 1 <i<r, 
such that 
;C, tii(g(ti))=O, gEG, (2.9) 
then for any g in G with {t;: 16 i 6 r} c Z(g), we have 
{ti: 1 <i<r} cintZ(g). (2.10) 
Proof. (1) * (2). First we claim that there are X,-E S(X) (the unit 
sphere of X) and v~EX*\{O}, 1 <i<r, such that 
gEG, (2.11) 
IIVill = cP;lxih 1 didr. (2.12) 
In fact, if dim X is finite, then X is reflexive. Let xi E S(X) such that 
$iCxi) = Iltiill, 1 <i<r. (2.13) 
Take ll/i as ‘pi. Then (2.9) and (2.13) imply (2.11) and (2.12). 
Now we assume dim X= co. Since Gi : = (g(ti): g E G) is a Iinite-dimen- 
sional subspace of X, there is X~E S(X) such that 
1 = llxill x = 4X,, Gil, 1 <iQr. 
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By the characterization about best approximations [8], there exist 
qi~X*\{O} such that 
cPiCxi) = IIVill9 1 di<r, 
Vi(dri)) =O, geG, 1 <i<r, 
which imply (2.11) and (2.12). Thus our claim is true. 
It is not difficult to construct h in C,( T, X) such that 
h(ti) = xi, ldi<r, 
llhll = 1. 
Now for any g E G with { ti: 1~ i < r} c Z(g), we need to show 
{ti: l<i<r}cintZ(g). (2.14) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume 
II&T/l = t. 
Set 
p(t) = max{ 1 + Ildt)llx, Ilg(t)llx+ Ilh(t) - dt)ll~I, te T. 
Then it is easy to verify that 
POi) = l, l<i<r, 
1 6 p(t) < 2, tE T. 
Define 
f(t) = h(t)ldt), te T. 
Then for any t E T, we have 
IV(f)-df)llx= Ilh(t)-g(t)+ b(t)- l).dt)llxl~(t) 
G (Ilh(t)-dt)llx+ b(t)- 1). Ilg(~)llxY~(~) 
G (W(t)-g(t)llx+ Ilg(~)llx)ldt)~ 1; (2.15) 
Ilf(t)llxG (Ilh(t)-g(Oll,+ Ilg(t)llxYdt)~ 1. (2.16) 
But 
f(ci)=Xi9 l<i<r, (2.17) 
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and we get 
llfll = 1. (2.18) 
By Lemma2 and (2.11), (2.12), (2.15t(2.18), we obtain that 0, gcPG(f) 
and 
{ ti: 1 < i < r} c E(f- PJf)). 
Thus it follows from Lemma 1 that 
{ti: lGiGr}cE(f--P,(f)) 
cint{t~T:p(t)=g(t) for allp, gEPG(f)) 
c int Z(g - 0) = int Z(g). 
This proves (1) * (2). 
(2) * (1). For f E C,(T, X), there is g* E P,(f) [3] such that 
E(f-P,(f))= {=T: IIf(g*(t)ll.=d(f,G)) =:E(f-g*). 
Set 
V=int{t~T:p(t)=g(t) for allp,gEPJf)}, 
A=E(f-P,(f))\K 
G, = {gEG: I’cZ(g)}. 
If A # a, we claim that 
card(d) > dim Gi IA/dim X. (2.19) 
In fact, if (2.19) fails to be, true, then 
dim G, IA =card(d).dim X. (2.20) 
Let T,, = T\ I’, G, = G, ) r,, f. = (f-g*) I r0. Then it is easy to verify that 
PG&fO)=(PG(f)-g*) ITo. 
So A = E(f,) and 0 E PGO( fo). By Theorem 1 in [8], we obtain that there 
exist tieE(fo)=A and qi~X*\{O}, 1 <i<r, such that 
;gl cpi(Ati)) = 0, P E Go, (2.21) 
i$, cPi(fOtti)) = IlfOll ’,$, IIVill. (2.22) 
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But from (2.20) we can derive that card(A) and dim X are both finite, and 
that there is p* E G1 satisfying 
P*(t) =f(t) -g*(f) =fo(th tEA. (2.23) 
By tieA for l<i<r and p* IrO~GO, we can see that (2.23) contradicts 
(2.21) and (2.22). Thus (2.19) is true. 
Now by (2.19) and Lemma 3, we deduce that there exist tin A u V and 
(P~EX*\{O}, 1 <iir, such that 
i$, VAg(ti))=O, gEG (2.24) 
An {ti: 1 <i<r} #Qr. (2.25) 
But for any P, g E P&3, W- PG(f)) = Z(P - g) C33. So 
tieAu VcE(f-P,(f))uint Z(p-g)cZ(p-g), 
1 Gi<r, p, gEPG(f). (2.26) 
By hypothesis (2), equations (2.24), and (2.26), we obtain 
li E int Z(p - g), l<iGr, p,gEPG(f). (2.27) 
Since dim G is finite, (2.27) is equivalent to (see [lo]) 
ti E int { t E T: p(t) = g(t) for all p, g E P,(f)} = V, 1 <i<r. 
(2.28) 
This contradicts (2.25). The contradiction shows that for every 
f c C,( T, X), we have 
E(f -P,(f))cint{te T:p(t)=g(t) for all p, gEPG(f)}. 
By Lemma 1, P, is lsc. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity. Assume that (1.1) fails to be true. 
Then there is p E G such that 
card(bdZ(p)) > dim{g Iw& g E G and int Z(p) c Z(g)}. (2.29) 
By Lemma 3, we obtain that there exist t,~ Z(p) and CpiE X*\ {O}, 
1~ i < r, such that 
i$l Vi(dti))=O, gEG* (2.30) 
bdZ(p)n {ti: 1 <i<r) #@. (2.31) 
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Since PG is lsc, Lemma 4 tells us that (2.30) implies 
ti E int Z(p), l<i<r, 
which contradicts (2.3 1). 
Sufficciency. By Lemma 4, we know that it is sufficient to show that 
statement (2) in Lemma 4 is true. Suppose that t,~ T and cpi~ X*\ {0}, 
1 d i < r, such that 
1$1 VAg(ti))=O, gEG. (2.32) 
Then for any g E G with fi E Z(g), 1 < i < r, we must prove 
tiEintZ(g), 1 <i<r. (2.33) 
In fact, if (2.33) is false, we may assume that for some s, 1 <s < r, 
{ti: ldi<r}\intZ(g)=ti: Ibids}. Set 
Go= {p~G:intZ(g)cZ(p)}. 
Then by (2.32), we have 
which implies 
dim Go 1 bdZ(g) < card( bd Z(g)) . dim X* - 1. (2.34) 
Since bdZ( g) # a, (1.1) implies that dim X= dim X* is finite. Thus (2.34) 
contradicts (1.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
Since for any g E G, 
dim{p IbdZ(g):PEG and intZ(g)cZ(p)} 
<dim{p:pEG and intZ(g)cZ(p)}-1, 
the following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 2. If P, is Isc, then for any nonzero g E G, we have 
card(bdZ(g))<(dim(pEG:intZ(g)cZ(p)}-l})/dimX (2.35) 
Proof of Theorem 2. The necessity is a special case of Corollary 2. Now 
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we show the sufficiency. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that (1.1) holds 
for every g in G. 
Assume that (1.1) is false, i.e., there is p E G such that 
cardWZ(p)) > dimk I bdZ(p): gE G and int Z(p) c Z(g)}. (2.36) 
Equation (2.36) implies that there is t* E bdZ(p) such that 
dim G lzcp)=dim G Iz(p,,(r*). (2.37) 
For simplicity, we denote 
G(A):= {geG:AcZ(g)}. 
Since dim G is finite, there is an open set V containing t* such that for any 
gE G with t* E int Z(g), we have Yc Z(g) [lo]. Choose tie T\Z(p), 
0 < i < r, such that 
dim G(Z(p)) = dim G(Z(p)) I {t,:O<i<r} = r + 1, 
Obviously, there is q E G( Z( p)) satisfying 
toe V. (2.38) 
0, 
qlti)= 1 L 
1 didr, 
i = 0. 
t* E int Z(q) implies to E Vc int Z(q). This is impossible. So t* E bdZ(q). It 
follows from (2.37) and Z(p)cZ(q) that 
By (2.38), we get 
dim G lzcq) =dim G IZ(q)\{t*). 
dim G(Z(q)) = 1. 
Hence 
card(bdZ(q))> 1 +card(bdZ(q)\{t*}) 
2 1+ dim Glint Z(q)) I bdZ(q)\ (,*I 
= 1 + dim G(int Z(q)) I bdZ(qj 
= 1 + dim G(int Z(q)) -dim G(Z(q)) 
= dim G(int Z(q)), 
which contradicts (1.2). fl 
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the Michael selec- 
tion theorem [14]. 
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REMARKS 
Remark 1. A condition similar to ( 1.1) was used by Zukhovitskii and 
Stechkin [ 191 to characterize finite-dimensional Chebyshev subspaces of 
Cd T, X). 
THEOREM D [19]. Suppose that X is a k-dimensional strictly convex 
Banach space and G is an N-dimensional subspace of C,( T, A’). Then G is a 
Chebyshev subspace of C,( T, X) tf and only if every nonzero g E G has at 
most n zeros, and for any ti E T, xi E X, 1 d id n, there is p E G such that 
p(t,) = xi, 1 < i < n, where n is the integer which satisfies n ‘k < N < 
(n+ l).k. 
We can reformulate Theorem D along the same lines as Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that X is strictly convex and G is a finite-dimen- 
sional subspace of C,( T, X). Then G is a Chebyshev subspace of C,( T, X) if 
and only iffor each nonzero g in G, we have 
card(Z(g))< (dim X))’ .dim{p 1 z(g,:p~G and intZ(g)CZ(p)}. (3.1) 
When dim X is finite, Theorem 3 is equivalent to Theorem D; if dim X 
is infinite, it can be proved similarly as Theorem 1. Theorem 3 can be 
considered as the prototype of Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. By Lemma 4, we can deduce the following result: 
COROLLARY 3. rf P, is lsc, then for any T* c T and G* = G 1 T., Po. is 
also lsc. 
Remark 3. Generally, (2.35) is not sufficient for the lower semicon- 
tinuity of P,. Here is a simple counterexample. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be the two-dimensional Euclidean space R2, 
e,=(l,O), e,=(O, l), and T=[O, 1). Define G:= span{g,,g,,g,} as 
follows: 
gl(t)=t.e,, g2(t) = t* . e2, g3(f) = el + e2. 
Then it is easy to check that for any nonzero g in G, 
card(Z(g))< 1 =(dim G- l)/dim X. (3.2) 
640/57/2-3 
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But for any nonzero g in G, int Z(g) = 0. So, (1.1) and (3.1), (2.35) and 
(3.2) are equivalent, respectively. However, 
card(Z(g,)) = 1 > i = dim G 1 -&dim X. 
By Theorem 1, we know that P, is not lsc. 
This example also shows that dim G 1 z(gj in (3.1) cannot be replaced by 
dim G- 1. 
Remark 4. Unlike the case of lower semicontinuity, the local connec- 
tedness of the underlying topological space T plays an important role in 
the case of continuous selections. We cannot expect a simple form of 
characterization conditions of G which ensure the existence of continuous 
selections for P,. Here we give a simple example which shows that if T is 
not locally connected, then Theorem C fails to be true. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Zk = [ 1 - 2/4k, 1 - 1/4k], Jk = [ - 1 + 3/4k, - 1 + 4/4k], 
and T={-1, l}~(~km_~l~)u(Ukm_~ Jk). Define 
s,(t) = 12 g2(t) = IfI? TV T; 
G=spanh g21. 
Then it is easy to verify that every nonzero g in G satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2) in Theorem C. Let f(t) = t for t E T. Then we can easily prove that 
pm = bvg1 -gJ: N Q 117 (3.3) 
w--P&-)) = { - 191). (3.4) 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that there is no g in PG(f) satisfying the 
following condition: 
E(f-RAfWint{tE T: (f(t)-s(f)).(g(t)--(t))~O}, for PEP&). 
By Theorem B, we know that P, has no continuous selection. 
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